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From the editor
This quarter’s Viewpoint articles describe two essential dimensions of the service

AAIS provides to its members.
In our articles on insuring rehab projects (page 2) and farm income (page 10), we

describe how AAIS product development work provides companies with tools for
structuring and implementing underwriting decisions.

In our interview with Larris Larsen (page 6) and our discussion of the questions
concerning federal terrorism reinsurance (page 16), we describe how AAIS operates
on behalf of our companies to address compliance requirements.

In the first case, our rehabilitation and renovation and farm income forms
constitute a first step for companies. Their ultimate success will depend on how well
their risk selection, identification of hazards, choice among coverage options, and
pricing compares with that of their competitors.

In the second case, dealing with general compliance requirements and terrorism
insurance, our work seeks to minimize the time and cost companies must devote to
matters that will provide little, if any, competitive advantage to companies.

In both cases, the end result is a more efficient system for insuring the risks facing
individuals and businesses.

Joseph S. Harrington, CPCU
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INLAND MARINE

Insuring
Rehabs

Among other things, the soaring cost of gasoline may pro-
foundly change the economic calculus that, for decades, made
it more attractive to undertake new construction in expanding
suburbs rather than invest in existing communities.

With the price of gasoline now approaching $4 a gallon,
older, more condensed communities with mass transit systems
are regaining their allure.

Another major factor driving growth in rehab work is less
well-known but reportedly had an immediate impact: The intro-
duction of new building code standards for renovation projects
that are distinct from the standards governing new construction.

New Jersey took the lead in 1998 by enacting a “rehab sub-
code” that, in essence, relaxed building code criteria for proj-
ects involving existing structures. The state reported that rehab
activity nearly doubled in volume in the two years following
enactment of the subcode. Seeing those results, Maryland,
Rhode Island, and North Carolina took similar action shortly
thereafter.

Then, in 2003, the International Code Council issued a new
model building code with flexible standards for existing struc-
tures. To date, it has been adopted as a statewide code in at
least 14 states, and by municipalities in 13 others.

“A quiet revolution has been taking place in the way that
state and local governments across the country regulate com-
mercial and residential construction,” wrote researcher Philip
Mattera, in a January 2006 report. “A new flexibility in the
application of building codes is making possible the rehabilita-
tion of structures that would otherwise have remained neglected
or abandoned.”

For inland marine underwriters that write builders’ risk
insurance, the implication of the rehab boom is that a growing
share of premium in many markets will come from projects
that include pre-existing structures.

Builders’ risk specialists know there is a world of difference
between insuring “ground-up” construction--where the materi-
als and supplies are new--and projects involving older, unfamil-
iar buildings that may have hidden hazards.

The most important consideration in insuring a rehab proj-
ect is the decision whether to assume the overall commercial
property exposure for the existing structure being worked on.
That’s an exposure builders’ risk carriers typically seek to
avoid, but one that may be unavoidable for competitive or 
practical reasons as the market for rehabs grows.

Picking the right form is 
critical when insuring work
on existing buildings

Definitive figures are hard to come by, but indications
are strong that “rehab” work will constitute a growing per-
centage of construction projects in the future.

The total spent on improvements and repairs to residen-
tial structures alone exceeded $255 billion in 2006, accord-
ing to the U.S. Census. Commercial renovations add untold
billions more.
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Not equal
The terms “renovation” and “rehabilitation” are often used

interchangeably to refer to the restoration, updating, or conver-
sion of an existing building.

For purposes of insurance, however, it would be best to
regard them as distinct types of projects, says Valerie
Lindstrom, director of commercial lines marine business in the
Itasca, Ill. office of The Hanover Insurance Group.

In a 2004 white paper on the topic, she wrote that a project
is a “rehabilitation” if it involves structural changes that could
include the removal, replacement, and/or addition of load-bear-
ing walls, supports , columns, floors, slabs, or openings in the
floor.

“Generally, when the value of the construction work
exceeds the value of the building shell, the risk can be classi-
fied as a heavy rehabilitation risk,” she wrote.

In contrast, “[I]f the value of the work is less than 40% of
the value of the building shell, the risk can be classified as a
renovation risk,” provided there are no structural changes
involved.”

Examples of renovation projects include the replacement of
window frames, the updating of electrical wiring, and the
replacement of drywall. During renovation projects, buildings
typically remain occupied with commercial property coverage
in place.

According to Lindstrom, rehabilitation risks are exposed to
risks of catastrophic loss to a far greater degree than renovation
risks, as the former have often accumulated debris and com-
bustible materials. Work on them often requires use of open
flames to cut up old boilers and for other purposes.

Installation
Determining whether a project is a renovation or rehabilita-

tion along the lines suggested by Lindstrom is a major factor in
determining whether it would be best insured under a builders’
risk or installation floater policy.

Robert Guevara, AAIS vice president of inland marine,
advises inland marine construction underwriters to look care-

fully for the possibility of insuring projects on existing struc-
tures with an installation floater.

An installation floater is clearly understood to apply only to
property being installed, with certain specified exceptions.
Presuming that one’s floaters have been kept up to date, an
installation floater can be the most definitive way of avoiding
exposure for loss to existing construction.

The standard Installation Floater available in the AAIS
Inland Marine Guide provides no coverage for existing proper-
ty on the site where an insured installation is taking place. In
contrast, the Guide’s Builders’ Risk jobsite form provides cov-
erage for collapse and increased cost due to enforcement of a
building ordinance
or law.

“When I’ve
trained underwrit-
ers, I’ve told them
to consider a project
to be an installation
floater risk when

only one or a few
features, such as
roofing or drywall,
are being repaired or replaced,” Guevara says.

“The more features that are being renovated, the more diffi-
cult it is to distinguish existing construction from property
being installed, the more it becomes a builders’ risk type of
exposure.”

Special forms
AAIS does have one form in the Inland Marine Guide that

provides both builders’ risk and installation floater coverage,
but that form is intended for relatively large projects and explic-
itly excludes rehabilitation and renovation projects.

For smaller rehab projects that truly fall into the category of
“rehabilitation,” AAIS provides the Guide’s Builders Risk
Rehabilitation and Renovation form, first developed in 2004
and recently revised.

“When the value of the construction work exceeds the value
of the building shell, the risk can be classified as a heavy

rehabilitation risk.”
— Valerie Lindstrom, director of commercial lines marine business,

The Hanover Insurance Group, Itasca, Ill.
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This form
stands out among
builders’ risk
forms in that it
gives carriers the
option to insure
the entire existing
structure for 
commercial 
property perils 
for the period of

rehabilitation or renovation. Here’s how it works:
•  On the schedule that accompanies the form, the underwriter

enters a “building materials limit” for the property being
created or installed, the exposure typically insured under
builders’ risk policies.

•  Separately, the carrier indicates whether it is providing cov-
erage for the existing building and, if so, whether the struc-
ture is to be valued for a stated amount or for actual cash
value.

• Then the underwriter enters an “existing building limit” for
coverage of the structure identified in the schedule. A provi-

sion in the form specifies that the policy does not cover any
standing building or structure, or any part of a standing
structure, other than the existing building described in the
schedule.

• The underwriter enters amounts for coverage extensions
(e.g., debris removal), supplemental coverages (e.g., transit),
and the deductible.

Difference
“[Insuring a rehabilitation project] is a challenge because

you insure the existing structure differently from the work that
goes into it,” says Guevara.

“That’s why the builders’ risk form and schedule for
Rehabilitation and Renovation have two separate valuation pro-
visions, one to deal specifically with the existing structure, and
another one to deal with the work that goes into the project.”

Another benefit to this approach, says Guevara, is that it
allows underwriters to insure what would be, in his opinion, an
installation project with a form that is nonetheless labeled as
“builders’ risk.”

According to Guevara, project owners and financiers often
insist that work be insured by a builders’ risk policy, even when 

“Insuring a rehabilitation project is a 
challenge because you insure the existing structure
differently from the work that 
goes into it.”

— Robert Guevara, AAIS vice president, inland marine

Coverage for Existing Structures
Comparison of provisions under selected forms provided in the AAIS Inland Marine Guide

Exposure

Damage to 
pre-existing structure.

Damage to building 
property in the course 
of construction.

Collapse

Increased cost - 
ordinance or law

Damage to materials, 
supplies, machinery, 
equipment, and fixtures
being installed as perma-
nent part of structure.

Builders Risk
Scheduled Jobsite

Form - Broad

Not covered

Insured for property 
perils during period 
of construction.

No coverage for 
pre-existing structures.
Collapse of structure
under construction 
generally covered.
Builders’ risk carrier
may subrogate.

Provided as 
supplemental coverage

Insured for open 
perils during period 
of construction.

Builders Risk
Rehabilitation and
Renovation Form

Option to insure for open perils 
during period of construction.

Insured for property perils during
period of renovation or rehabilitation if
selected on schedule.

Insured for specified “collapse 
perils” (named perils, hidden 
decay, insects/vermin, defective
materials, etc.) during period of 
renovation or rehabilitation if 
coverage for existing building 
is selected.

Not covered

Insured for open perils 
during period of renovation 
or rehabilitation.

Installation 
Floater

Not covered

“

“

“

Insured for open 
perils during
period of
installation.

Builders’ Risk and
Installation Floater
(one combined form)

Not covered. Explicitly excludes
renovation and rehabilitation risks.

Insured for property perils during
period of construction.

No coverage for pre-existing 
structures.
Collapse of structure under 
construction generally covered.
Builders’ risk carrier may 
subrogate.

Provided as supplemental 
coverage

Insured for open perils during 
period of construction and/or 
installation.
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Continued on page 26

they continue to maintain other commercial property insurance
on the structure.

In such cases, carriers using the AAIS Rehabilitation and
Renovation form can simply indicate on the accompanying
schedule that they are not insuring the existing structure.

Limited
For several reasons mentioned above, genuine rehab proj-

ects are considered to pose more risk than “ground-up” new
construction, and the AAIS Rehabilitation and Renovation form
reflects that by restricting certain coverages in comparison to
those provided in other AAIS builders’ risk forms.

For example, most AAIS builders’ risk forms do not include
exclusions or limitations on collapse coverage.

On the rare occasion when a new structure might collapse,
builders risk carriers may end up paying for a loss, although in
many cases the claim will be subrogated and may ultimately
end up as a liability claim against a subcontractor or a retained
business risk.

Existing structures represent collapse hazards, however,
especially when work is being done on load-bearing walls in
unfamiliar structures.

To reflect that added exposure, the AAIS Rehabilitation and
Renovation form incorporates what has become the standard
commercial property treatment of collapse: A general exclusion
for collapse is built into the form, then limited coverage for col-
lapse arising from specified “collapse perils,” which include
standard named perils plus hidden decay, insects/vermin, defec-
tive materials, and others.

In addition, the AAIS Rehabilitation and Renovation form
provides no built-in coverage at all for increased cost of construc-
tion due to a requirement to meet a building law or ordinance.

This can be a very significant exposure when dealing with
older buildings.

Vacancy
Underwriters need to be mindful of the fact that there is 

a chance that a builders’ risk carrier will end up providing
building property coverage on a vacant structure for a long
period of time.
“There are instances where a contractor or building owner 
will get a policy for rehab and renovation, then just sit on the
project,” Guevara says. “Then, a loss occurs and the claims 
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The Spring 2007 issue of Viewpoint introduced a
new way for AAIS to expand the amount and nature
of its communication with its members, when it pro-
vided an edited transcript of an interview with two
staff specialists on insurance of community support-
ed agriculture arrangements.

The interview itself was made available as an
audio mp3 file that can be accessed at
www.AAISonline.com.

In this installment in the AAISinsight series,
Larris Larsen, assistant vice president of compli-
ance, discusses why the pace of issuing state-spe-
cific bulletins has increased in recent years, and
why compliance is increasingly a strategic concern
for companies.

Larris is interviewed by Joseph Harrington, 
AAIS director of corporate communications.
Readers can hear the full interview from an mp3 file
by going to www.AAISonline.com and clicking on
the home page icon.

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Joe Harrington: AAIS is issuing more and more

state-specific compliance bulletins. Why is that?
How has the nature of state compliance activity
changed?

Larris Larsen: There are a number of reasons for
the increased compliance activity at AAIS. 

One main reason is a change in AAIS’s
handling of compliance issues. In the past the
compliance function at AAIS was included within
the responsibilities of each separate product
development area. Since 2000, compliance at
AAIS has been a separate function that
addresses compliance issues with a broader
enterprise-wide perspective.

That functional change has allowed AAIS to
focus its approach to compliance issues, and to
identify and respond to regulatory demands more
quickly. To help with that, AAIS utilizes third-party
advisory services that provide timely information
on insurance compliance matters. Now with daily
emails on compliance issues, as well as imme-
diate access to newly published changes in laws
and regulations, AAIS is providing its affiliates with
very fast turn-around on almost all compliance
issues that impact AAIS products.

Larris Larsen explains 
why there are more 
state specific bulletins

THE PACE
STEPPING UP

AAISinsight
Comments on coverage issues
by AAIS staff specialists
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Joe Harrington: To what do you attribute these changes?
Have there been changes in state policies?

Larris Larsen: States don’t change their insurance regulato-
ry policies very often, but when they do it can result in
added compliance activity. 

Changes in insurance department policies frequently
arise from court opinions. One example of this is the
Fleming case in Oregon that caused a major rewrite of
some Oregon policy forms in the 1990s.

More recently, litigation in Michigan is leading that
department to enforce changes related to three things: First,
the time frame for suit against the company in fire insurance
policies, second, a requirement related to notice of loss for
liability insurance, and third, the prohibition of discretionary
clauses in all policies. 

States also modify policies in reaction
to catastrophic events.

The aftermath of Hurricane Katrina
led the Mississippi Department of
Insurance to require companies to
change provisions for suit against the
insurer and for mortgage and loss
payable clauses, as well as introducing
a policyholder bill of rights.

Other reactions to catastrophes include recent rate filing
requirements in Florida, disclosure notices in Louisiana, and
flood notice requirements in North Carolina.

In addition, in Florida, Mississippi, and Louisiana, numer-
ous emergency compliance measures were implemented
relating to time for loss payment, limitations on cancellation
and/or nonrenewal, required acceptance of late premium
payments, and other matters.

Joe Harrington: What impact has automation and/or
online access to statutes, regulations, and bulletins had on
this process?

Larris Larsen: Automation and online access to laws and
regulations are really two parts of the same issue. Both
have accelerated the pace of regulatory activity. Information
on new compliance requirements, which would have taken
months to distribute in the past, is now distributed electroni-
cally with the touch of a button. 

Also, it has become easier to access regulatory informa-
tion through online sources which have search functions 

that were previously unavailable. As a result, it is faster for
both the regulator and the regulated to locate new statutes
and regulations that apply to specific insurance provisions
and practices. Regulators make demands at an accelerated
pace; companies are expected to comply at an accelerated
pace.

Joe Harrington: Have there been other factors?

Larris Larsen: I believe the “Speed-to-Market” movement of
the last few years, promoted by the NAIC and some state
insurance departments, was the prime mover for a great
deal of this activity.

That movement, along with the introduction of the
NAIC’s System for Electronic Rate and Form Filings, better
known as SERFF, forced states to investigate and docu-

ment their product review criteria. More issues were identi-
fied and placed on each state’s product review checklists. In
some states, procedures were instituted whereby the check-
lists are regularly updated to address new compliance
issues.

As a result, I believe states are looking more aggressive-
ly at newly passed laws and newly issued regulations for
their impact on insurance forms and rates and are asking
companies to comply with these requirements at an acceler-
ated pace.

Joe Harrington: Is compliance becoming a strategic con-
cern?

Larris Larsen: Compliance has been a strategic concern
for most companies for some time now. Apart from the risk
of substantial monetary fines, companies cannot afford to
have compliance problems delay product releases in
today’s fast-paced, competitive market.

If compliance issues are not addressed when a new prod-
uct is being developed, addressing them after the filing has
been submitted will slow down the process immensely.

“Compliance has been a strategic concern for most
companies for some time now. Apart from the risk of

substantial monetary fines, companies cannot afford to
have compliance problems delay product releases.”
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Joe Harrington: Do CEOs need to be more aware of
compliance issues? 

Larris Larsen: Compliance issues can make or break a
company’s public image, and its ability to make sure that
future losses are handled as intended. Fines are public
information in most states, as are complaint data reported to
the insurance departments.

Having a bad score card on either of these issues can
create an embarrassing public image for companies trying
to grow their business. Also, if you do not make sure your
programs are compliant with recent court opinions, you
have no defense when a loss similar to the one previously
litigated occurs to one of your policyholders. 

In addition, in this highly regulated industry, when a
CEO’s strategic plan includes the introduction of a new
product or service, that plan is disadvantaged without know-
ing how the new product or service is regulated and
whether the proposed version will meet the minimum 
standards of the company’s operational states.

Joe Harrington: Are compliance officers brought “into the
loop” earlier on marketing and underwriting strategy? 

Larris Larsen: They certainly should be, if they exist at all.
Let me explain. 

The cost-cutting efforts of the past decade have taken
their toll on compliance departments in many companies.
Some property/casualty companies no longer have dedicat-
ed professional compliance officers. In many companies the
senior compliance person is either an underwriter, a state
filer, or a product development analyst.

Also, compliance resources in many companies have
been reduced to such minimal levels that they can barely
manage routine compliance issues. These duties are fre-
quently delegated to someone who is required to manage
compliance issues in addition to his or her regular duties. 

I correspond regularly with personnel at AAIS member
companies who are struggling with compliance issues. They
often do not have the time or experience needed to handle
the volume or complexity of the required compliance work.

However, I believe that compliance issues have been

gaining in importance recently. I now find myself correspon-
ding directly with company presidents or vice presidents on
compliance issues. Unfortunately, many of these situations
have arisen from long-term neglect of compliance issues,
neglect that persisted until a compliance crisis arose.

A professional compliance person should be part of any
new product from the time it is first proposed. There are
ways to structure products so they can be approved and get
to market more quickly. Is the policy structured so that state-
variations can be incorporated more quickly? Do claims-
made provisions comply with extended reporting require-
ments? 

Also, an experienced compliance officer can provide
feedback at the beginning of the process that might prevent
a company from making a potentially unprofitable mistake
by offering a product or service that would ultimately be
unattractive from an ongoing compliance perspective. 

Joe Harrington: How can AAIS help companies manage
compliance considerations?

Larris Larsen: AAIS continues to provide compliance infor-
mation as quickly as possible to our member companies.
Also, I am available, by e-mail or telephone, to AAIS cus-
tomers who have questions related to the compliance infor-
mation AAIS provides. 

AAIS recently introduced a new custom service called
AAIScompliance. Insurers can use this service to have elec-
tronic SERFF filings submitted on their behalf. This applies
to adoptions of AAIS materials or company independent
products, whether they are based on AAIS programs or not. 

In addition, we offer certain compliance consulting serv-
ices. These services include reviewing a company’s inde-
pendent programs for potential compliance problems, and
development of materials that will allow companies to con-
tinue using an older version of AAIS program while remain-
ing in compliance.

AAISinsight
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FARM & AG

Farm Income
Insurance

“Ten to 15 years ago very few people bought business
income coverage on a farm operation,” says Chris Leliaert, an
expert in agricultural insurance and vice president with Towers
Perrin Reinsurance business in Chicago.

“Today, farming is a bigger business,” he says. “It’s really
about financial risk. The larger the farm operation is, the more
like a commercial business it is, and the greater the need for
income insurance.”

“Farming used to be considered an occupation, something
you did, like a trade,” says Steve Van Sluys, former farm divi-
sion supervisor, recently promoted to marketing representative
for Wilson Mutual Ins. Co., Sheboygan, Wis. “Today farming is
considered more of a business enterprise that needs to make
money.”

Years ago, farmers withstood income losses through infor-
mal arrangements with neighbors and business partners, or sim-
ply absorbed them.

No more, according to Van Sluys.
“The days are gone when a farmer would lose his barn and

go to a neighbor’s to milk his cows,” he says. “When a dairy
had 25-50 cows, that was no problem. Now you’ve got 100,
200, 500 head. That’s too many animals, and too far to go.”

A similar change has occurred in crop-raising, as farms con-
solidate into large, “vertically integrated” growing and process-
ing operations with specialized equipment that is not readily
available from neighbors.

Streams
Another trend driving the growth of farm income insurance,

according to Leliaert, is the increasing demand from grocery
and restaurant chains for produce and livestock to be delivered
in predictable quantities throughout the year.

“It used to be that you only ate the things that were in sea-
son” Leliaert says. “Today, the chains don’t concern themselves
if produce is in season or not, or if a herd is ready for slaughter
or not.

“They want their menu items delivered consistently, and
they contract with farmers accordingly.”

This trend toward contract farming, which is increasingly
the rule rather than the exception, helps to establish more
defined income streams for farms.

Those income streams can be quantified and insured more
precisely than was the case when farm income depended
almost exclusively upon commodity prices at harvest time.

Farm income still tends to be subject to more fluctuation
and variables than commercial enterprises of comparable size 

Risk-specific knowledge
needed to establish adequate
limits and coinsurance

Farm income insurance, a coverage rarely written years
ago, has recently become a standard component of farm
insurance accounts.

The trend is one of many indications of how farming
operations have consolidated and become more integrated
into other commercial activities, and of how farmers are
adopting risk management techniques similar to those 
developed for commercial enterprises.



and scope, however, and the diverse exposures facing modern
farms makes it uniquely challenging to write income coverage
for them.

AAIS option
AAIS provides an endorsement option for writing farm

income coverage under its Farmowners Program.
The endorsement can be used to provide coverage for loss

of income and extra expenses incurred when specified farm
operations are interrupted by a covered loss to covered proper-
ty. Coverage can also be provided for loss of rent that occurs
when a covered farm building rented to others is damaged by a
covered peril.

The farm income coverage offered under the endorsement
differs from standard business income coverage in that it
applies only to specified farm operations described on a sched-
ule that accompanies the endorsement.

Moreover, the coverage can only be triggered by a covered
loss to one of three types of property:
• A farm building insured under Coverage E - Barns,

Buildings, and Structures of form FO-6 - Farm Coverage;

• Farm personal property insured under Coverage F -
Scheduled Farm Personal Property or Coverage G -
Unscheduled Farm Personal Property of FO-6.; or

• Farm personal property covered under the open perils provi-
sions of endorsement FO-360 - Farm Machinery (or a com-
pany variation thereof).

In this way, a farm insurer avoids taking on an open-ended
exposure for the diverse activities that can take place on a con-
temporary farm. Income coverage is targeted for specific activi-
ties triggered by losses to described property supporting those
activities.

Beyond that, the calculation of a farm income loss is largely
the same as that for a business income loss. One takes the esti-
mated lost revenue plus continuing expenses (e.g., mortgage
payments), subtracts any reduction in expenses (e.g., wages),
and adds on any reasonable extra expenses needed to resume
the operation.

Risk
That said, it is no simple matter to write farm income cover-

age, especially during the current soft market for farm coverage
“There is quite an art to doing this,” says Deborah

Summerlin, AAIS vice president of insurance lines and the
principal developer of its agricultural insurance programs. “You
have to establish the operation’s annual income, then estimate
how long it would take to get up and running after a loss.

“Is the exposure year-round or seasonal? Would you be 
able to move an operation, or be forced to shut it down?
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Continued on page 26



Policy System
Conversions:
No need to fear

G U E S T  E S S A Y

By Robert Symons, president
Tritech Financial Systems Inc.
Toronto, Ontario

This is another in Viewpoint’s series of guest essays submit-
ted by organizations that are associate members of AAIS. For
information on associate membership, contact Rick Maka,
director of marketing, at rickm@AAISonline.com or by calling
800-564-AAIS.

Converting a book of business to a new system can be
viewed by some as the riskiest part of a new system implemen-
tation. However, with proper time and resources, conversions
need not be feared.

They are all part of the system migration, which is to enable
the company to improve its ROI and competitiveness. Each
company needs to asses the cost, time and benefits, and if suffi-
cient resources and time are allocated, success is manageable.

With that in mind, here’s some thoughts on the pros & cons
of various conversion methodologies.

Single-phase conversion
In a single-phase conversion, all data is converted at one

time with two options:
• Sufficient history levels (number of years) are converted to

enable the discontinuance of the existing system; and

• The latest versions of data are converted to allow the new
system to be used for all future transactions. The existing
system is retained for a period of time for inquiry purposes
into past transactions.

The advantages of a single phase conversion are that the
required resources are used for the least amount of time and
cost. Longer conversion runs the risk of losing some resources,
which need to be replaced, and leading to a lengthier task.

Multi-phase conversion
In a multi-phase conversion, data is segmented by line of

business or territory.
The initial phase will encompass the installation of the

whole system but will include only a portion of the portfolio.
This will include underwriting, billing, claims, reinsurance,

document issuance, management reporting, financial reporting,
and bureau filing. Each module will be tested using a portion of
the portfolio. The initial phase is comparable to a single phase
implementation as the whole system is tested.

The subsequent phases involve adding other parts of the
portfolio.

This mostly affects the underwriting system to ensure prop-
er rating, document issuance etc. These are much smaller phas-
es and can be achieved with fewer resources. The portfolio 

Continued on page 14
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being added will need to be tested through all modules (billing,
claims, reporting etc.).

However, as these modules have already been tested, the
additional work is related to tracing the new transactions
through the system to ensure that they are being processed cor-
rectly.

The multi-phase approach can be implemented where each
phase is implemented, user acceptance testing completed, and
then “going live” as they are completed. Alternatively, each
phase is completed up to the user acceptance testing and only
once all parts of the portfolio have been completed is the sys-
tem put into live production.

Conversion choices
The portfolio is converted once or is converted as it comes

up for renewal.
A full conversion requires that all policy, billing and claims

data for that portfolio be converted at the same time. Once user
acceptance testing has been completed and the system goes
live, all processing will be done in the new system.

On renewal conversion requires that the existing system is
retained until there are no more policies to be renewed and all
billing have been collected.

In this scenario, the existing system will be used for any
changes to the current and previous policy terms and the new
system would be used for any changes to the renewal term and
beyond. Any billings and collections will be done in the system
where the policy term is managed.

A renewal conversion may be viewed as limiting the con-
version risk to only the new policies and renewing policies and
allowing the existing system to handle previous policy terms.

To accommodate a full conversion, the policy, billing and
claims data that are related to the portfolio have to be converted
all at once. This is to enable the new system to collect billings,
settle claims and allow policy changes to the existing portfolio.

The advantage to this approach is that all interested parties
are being served by a single system. There is one common
billing and reporting system instead of two systems and result-
ing reports. In addition, there is only one system to use and
users don’t need to decide if they need access to the previous
system or the new system.

Conversion issues
Policy and claims conversion are most likely to be relatively

straightforward with difficulties to be addressed between the

use of existing codes and new codes. These are managed by the
use of mapping tables where the existing codes are looked up
and the new codes applied.

To support this effort and to prepare for the new system, all
tables that will be used for the new system need to be defined
and set up. These include areas such as policy types, billing
types, coverage codes, agents, adjusters, etc. 

Billing and collection poses its own unique challenges
where the two systems have to be compared as to how they
maintain and apply billing and collection data and late payment
or cancellation rules.

These will have a great effect on the conversion, as they
need to be translated correctly by fully understanding how the
current system works and converting this data with appropriate
dates and codes.

Areas to be addressed are when payments are deemed to be
late and possibly policies cancelled.

Client vs policy based 
Where each policy contains the client data as opposed 

to using a client record, this is a policy-based system.
To migrate from a policy-based system to a client-based

system requires that all policies for one client are linked to a
single client record. If the policy, billing and claims data are 
not linked to a common client record during conversion, this
will result in multiple client records for the same client.

The conversion process needs to establish a client lookup
when converting policy data, where the client name and address
is used to set up a client record and to be used to link policy
data where the client is the same. Once a client record is estab-
lished for all policy data, this can be used to link billing and
claims data to the client record.

Whether a single-phase or multi-phase conversion is
planned, or whether it’s a full conversion or an on renewal 
conversion, any of these scenarios can be handled successfully
with careful planning.

Robert Symons is the president and a major
investor in Tritech Financial Systems Inc., Toronto,
which has provided enterprise technology solutions to
the property/casualty insurance industry since 1992.
Tritech’s clients can be found in Canada, the U.S.,
Puerto Rico, and Bermuda, and include five of North
America’s 20 largest P&C companies. For more infor-
mation, go to www.trifin.com.  
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COMMERCIAL LINES

Threat 
assessment

Hence was born the requirement that, to be “certified” as an
act of terrorism that would trigger coverage under the program,
an attack had to be directed or carried out by foreigners or for-
eign interests.

Secondly, the federal program would only reinsure for ter-
rorism losses that would otherwise be covered under eligible
commercial policies. If a peril, like the nuclear hazard, was
excluded under the policy, there would be no TRIP coverage
for losses caused by that peril.

(It is important to remember that TRIP primarily provides
reinsurance liquidity, not reinsurance as such. Losses are to be
recouped by surcharges on policies eligible for coverage under
the program; the federal treasury is exposed to loss only if the
surcharges exceed certain limits per policy.)

Finally, the federal program was structured to leverage
existing underwriting and claims operations.

Through program deductibles and retentions, private insur-
ers would continue to have a financial stake in underwriting
selection, loss control, and claims management. The federal
government would benefit from the efficiency of these private
sector operations, and would avoid the cost of establishing its
own parallel operations.

Changes
A bill introduced in the U.S. House would eliminate the dis-

tinction between domestic and foreign terrorism as a criterion
for determining if an attack qualified as a “certified” act that
could trigger coverage under the program.

Insurers and their trade associations generally welcome the
prospect of eliminating that distinction, as many of them doubt
that the distinction could be made following an attack by
domestic adherents of a foreign cause.

Beyond that, many consider domestic terrorism to be as
great a threat to life and property--and as uninsurable without
federal help--as foreign terrorism.

Although there is general consensus within the industry on
the value of eliminating the domestic-foreign distinction, there
will still be costly work for companies and advisory organiza-
tions to file new endorsements and rating information reflecting
the change.

Virtually none of that effort conveys competitive advantage
on any of the participants, but it takes time away from product
development that could create competitive advantages.

More worrisome for insurers, however, is the bill’s proposal
to expand coverage under the program to losses arising from
attacks using nuclear, biological, chemical, and radiological
(NBCR) methods.

Extension and expansion 
of federal terrorism program
requires some new thinking

There were three defining characteristics of the federal
Terrorism Risk Insurance Program (TRIP) as it was enacted in
2002 and extended in 2005.

All three are being fundamentally reconsidered as Congress
deliberates on legislation to extend the program again, this time
until 2017.

First, in 2002, Congress and the Bush Administration pro-
gram wanted to limit federal participation to helping insurers
manage losses from warlike acts of foreign terrorism, such as
the Sept. 11th attacks. There was little desire or perceived need
to help manage exposure to domestic terrorism that private
insurers had, in effect, covered for years without need of feder-
al assistance.
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As part of that expansion, private insurers would be
required to “make available” to insureds coverage for losses
arising from NBCR attacks, although the level of insurer expo-
sures would be less than that for conventional attacks.

Even though insurers have lower TRIP deductibles and
retentions for NBCR losses than for those arising from conven-
tional attacks, insurers are nonetheless fearful that they will be
exposed to catastrophic hazards they are not prepared to under-
write.

In particular, insurers are fearful they may be liable for cov-
ering losses for indeterminate periods of contamination and
business income resulting from such attacks.

Product
Even if one considers NBCR exposure manageable from an

underwriting and pricing standpoint, the prospect of a mandato-
ry offer of coverage for it is a significant departure.

To date, the real purpose of the federal terrorism reinsur-
ance program has been to provide carriers and insureds with an
alternative to the terrorism exclusions introduced after the Sept.
11th attacks.

As stated above, the effect of TRIP is to allow insurers in
the U.S. to continue to cover losses insured under standard
commercial policies, even if those losses result from an act of
terrorism.
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“NBCR” Terrorism Coverage
Current and proposed coverage under the federal terrorism reinsurance program
for losses arising from nuclear, biological, chemical, and radiological attacks

Treatment of 
hazard under 
standard property
policies apart 
from TRIP

Property 
coverage 
under TRIP

Proposed treat-
ment of property
coverage under
latest TRIP
extension bill

Treatment under 
standard liability 
policies apart 
from TRIP

Liability 
coverage 
under TRIP

Nuclear

Property coverage excluded 
under “nuclear hazard” exclusions
in place since the 1950s; exclude
coverage for losses due to nuclear
reaction, radiation, or radioactive
contamination, however caused,
but routinely make exception for
“fire following” a loss.

TRIP coverage follows the 
policy. Nuclear hazard typically 
not covered, but “fire following”
generally is.

Insureds would have to be 
offered coverage for losses 
arising from nuclear events, 
possibly requiring development 
of new coverage grant.

Liability for bodily injury or property
damage arising from nuclear ener-
gy is generally covered unless the
insured is also covered under a
Nuclear Energy Liability policy.

Follow form coverage for 
losses arising from certified 
acts of terrorism.

“

Biological

Until recently, open perils proper-
ty policies did not specific
exclude loss caused by biological
agents. Over the past two years,
however, companies have imple-
mented “virus or bacteria” exclu-
sions that specifically exclude
loss by disease-causing agents.

Unless a virus or bacteria 
exclusion is added to a policy,
TRIP coverage may be triggered
by a certified act of terrorism
involving pathogenic or 
poisonous biological materials.

Insureds would have to be
offered coverage for losses aris-
ing from biological agents. It is
not yet determined what effect
such a mandate would have on
the scope and permissibility of
virus or bacteria exclusions.

Liability for bodily injury or proper-
ty damage arising from biological
agents generally covered. Recent
virus or bacteria exclusions do not
apply to liability coverage.

Follow form coverage for 
losses arising from certified 
acts of terrorism.

“

Chemical

Most property policies do not
explicitly exclude coverage for
losses caused by pathogenic 
or poisonous chemicals unless
they are determined to be 
subject to pollution exclusion.

Unless a loss is deemed 
to be subject to a pollution 
exclusion, TRIP coverage 
may be triggered by a certified
act of terrorism involving 
pathogenic or poisonous 
chemicals.

Insureds would have to be
offered coverage for losses 
arising from chemical agents.

Liability for bodily injury or 
property damage arising from
chemical agents generally cov-
ered unless determined to be
subject to a pollution exclusion.

Follow form coverage for 
losses arising from certified 
acts of terrorism.

“

Radiological

Radiation and radioactive
contamination subject to
nuclear hazard exclusions.

Generally not covered under
TRIP, as the exposure is typi-
cally not covered under exist-
ing policies.

Insureds would have to 
be offered coverage for 
losses arising from 
radiation, possibly requiring 
development of new 
coverage grant.

Liability arising from nuclear
radiation is generally covered
unless the insured is also
covered under a Nuclear
Energy Liability policy.

Follow form coverage for
losses arising from certified
acts of terrorism.

“
Proposed treatment 
of liability coverage under
latest TRIP extension bill



TRIA and 
the Perils 
of Terrorism
Insurance
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By Karen C. Yotis, JD
Legal Editor, LexisNexis
Editor, Mealey’s Insurance Regulatory 
Compliance Report

This is another in Viewpoint’s series of guest essays submit-
ted by organizations that are associate members of AAIS. For
information on associate membership, contact Rick Maka,
director of marketing, at rickm@AAISonline.com or by calling
800-564-AAIS.

The introduction of H.R. 2671 in late June thrust the federal
government’s terrorism reinsurance program back into the
national spotlight and found insurers struggling-as they have
since the Terrorism Risk Insurance Act (TRIA) was first enact-
ed in 20021 -to understand the contours of the terrorism cover-
age that they must “make available” to the marketplace.

While politicians and commentators go on about whether
TRIA’s reinsurance backstop provision is critical to the finan-
cial health and stability of the property/casualty sector or a gift
that the insurance industry does not need, the insurers charged
with complying with the government’s terrorism insurance
mandate are more concerned with defining the nature and
extent of an essentially unpredictable risk. This article discusses
the many types of perils that could give rise to a claim under a
terrorism insurance policy and suggests some of the issues that
companies writing terrorism coverage will need to address. 

Defining terrorism
Most individuals have an idea about what terrorism is but

do not have a truly explanatory definition of the concept. As
Bruce Hoffman states at the start of his insightful book Inside
Terrorism:

“One can find such disparate acts as the bombing of a build-
ing, the assassination of a head of state, the massacre of
civilians by a military unit, the poisoning of produce on
supermarket shelves or the deliberate contamination of
over-the-counter medication in a drugstore, all described as
incidents of terrorism. Indeed, virtually any especially
abhorrent act of violence perceived as directed against soci-
ety-whether it involves the activities of antigovernment dis-
sidents or governments themselves, organized-crime syndi-
cates, common criminals, rioting mobs, people engaged in
militant protest, individual psychotics, or lone extortionists-
is often labeled ‘terrorism.’” 2

Terrorism is difficult to define because the meaning and
usage of the word changes over time to accommodate the polit-
ical vernacular and discourse of successive historical eras.3

When the word was first popularized during the French
Revolution it had a positive connotation and was associated
with virtue and democracy. Universal ideologies like Marxism 

Continued on page 20
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that arose in connection with the socio-economic changes of
the industrial revolution ushered in a new era of terrorism in
which the concept gained revolutionary, anti-state connotations.

By the 1930s, “terrorism” was used to describe the mass
repression that the totalitarian regimes of Fascist Italy, Nazi
Germany and Stalinist Russia practiced against their own citi-
zens. After World War II and into the late 1950s “terrorism”
referenced violent revolts by nationalist and anti-colonialist
groups in Asia, Africa and the Middle East that opposed
European rule.

During the 1960s and 1970s, the term continued to be
viewed in the revolutionary context, as it expanded to include
separatist radical groups outside the colonial framework (such
as the PLO) and left-wing political extremists drawn mostly
from radical student organizations and communist movements
in Western Europe, Latin America and the United States. 

It wasn’t until the early 1980s that terrorism began to
denote the broader concept of a global conspiracy that uses cal-
culated means to achieve its goal of destabilization in the west.

The meaning of terrorism shifted once again in the 1990s
(with the advent of narco-terrorism4 and developments associat-
ed with the so-called gray area phenomenon5) from individual
episodes of quasi-national violence to events comprised of sev-
eral elements that formed part of a wider pattern of political
and socio-economic conflict. 

Al Qaeda’s attacks on September 11, 2001 re-defined ter-
rorism yet again by requiring a response as comprehensive and
far-reaching as the terrorist onslaught itself. President Bush’s
repeated invocation of the word “terror” rather than the specifi-
cally political word “terrorism,” heralded what Professor
Hoffman calls “a virtually open-ended struggle against anyone
and anything that arguably scared or threatened Americans.”6

The various departments and agencies of the federal govern-
ment also define terrorism in very different ways. Rather than
developing an agreed upon definition, each department or
agency uses a definition for terrorism that reflects its own prior-
ities and interests.7

The U.S. State Department definition8 emphasizes the pre-
meditated or calculated nature of terrorism and includes both
civilians and “noncombatant targets.” The FBI’s definition9

addresses the psychological dimensions as well as the intimida-
tion and coercive aspects of terrorism. The Department of
Homeland Security’s definition10 focuses on the threat of mass
destruction, whereas the definition used by the Department of
Defense11 refers to the religious and ideological aims of terror-
ism in addition to its fundamental political objectives. 

Terrorism perils
Whether an insurer limits its coverage offerings to policies

designed to comply only with TRIA’s definitions of terrorism
and insured loss or incorporates additional aspects of terrorism
(including some of the recent legislative proposals) into its
products, any attempt to analyze the coverage risk associated
with terrorism insurance must necessarily include consideration
of the perils outlined in the ensuing discussion. 

Conventional terrorism includes loss arising from the fol-
lowing perils:
• Assassination;

• Kidnapping;

• Hostage-taking;

• Shootings;

• Aircraft hijackings; and

• Bombing of mass transit, electricity, telecommunications,
energy and other critical infrastructures

If the State Department’s definitional reference to non-com-
batants is used in this context, a policy that insures against con-
ventional acts of terrorism would encompass not only violent
acts against military personnel deployed on peacekeeping mis-
sions, but also attacks on cafes, discotheques, and other facili-
ties frequented by off-duty service personnel. Military installa-
tions and armed personnel could also be included here, provid-
ed a state of open hostility does not exist at the military site. 

Terrorists may respond to security measures by employing a
substitution strategy and shifting their attention to more vulner-
able or ‘soft’ targets. Terrorists may also use an adaptive learn-
ing strategy that involves using a variety of attack methods
rather than copycat methods that have proven or have the
potential to be successful in an effort to keep counterterrorism
forces guessing.12

Carriers that provide coverage to critical state and municipal
infrastructures, industrial infrastructures and agricultural centers
should keep modern terrorists’ target substitution and adaptive
learning strategies in mind when assessing risk level for corpo-
rate, urban and industrial insureds. 

Alternate modes
Alternative modes of attack include the following perils:

• Terrorist break-ins and vandalism;

• Riots and wanton violence;

• Arson;

• Agricultural sabotage;

Continued on page 28
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>>AAIS NEWS

INDUSTRY NEWS

STAFF UPDATES

TECHNOLOGY

MEMBER COMPANIES

INDUSTRY MEETINGS

Jeffrey Kusch elected to
AAIS board of directors

Jeffrey B. Kusch, president and CEO
of Austin Mutual Ins. Co., Minneapolis,
Minn., was elected to the AAIS board of
directors at the AAIS annual meeting held
in conjunction with its Main Event con-
ference, April 22-24 in Charleston, S.C. 

Kusch replaces Kenneth T. Stover,
executive vice president of Western
National Insurance Group, Edina, Minn.,
who served two years as AAIS chairman
during his tenure as a director.

The other members of the board are:
• James W. Sullivan, president and CEO,

Co-Operative Insurance Companies,
Middlebury, Vt., and chairman of
AAIS;

• Darin Kath, president and COO,
Jewelers Mutual Ins. Co., Neenah,
Wis., and vice chairman of AAIS;

• Roy R. Bubeck, president and CEO,
Badger Mutual Ins. Co., Milwaukee,
Wis.,

• Thomas E. Claude, vice president and
secretary, Pharmacists Mutual Ins.Co.,
Algona, Iowa;

• Judy S. Jackson, president and CEO,
NLC Insurance Companies, Norwich,
Conn.;

• Jack M. Rader, COO and executive
vice president, Farmers Alliance
Companies, McPherson, Kan.;

• Thomas J. Rozema, vice president,
underwriting, Brotherhood Mutual Ins.
Co., Fort Wayne, Ind.;

• Christopher P. Taft, president and
COO, Preferred Mutual Ins. Co., New
Berlin, N.Y.; and

• Paul Baiocchi, president of AAIS.

Inland Marine Guide DIC forms
and rating revised

Revised forms, endorsements, and
rating information were recently released
for the Difference in Conditions (DIC)
section of the AAIS Inland Marine Guide.

DIC coverage, which can be written
as a stand-alone policy or in conjunction
with a commercial property policy, gen-
erally provides property and income
insurance for perils, such as flood and
earthquake, that are commonly excluded
under a standard property policy. It has
traditionally been written as a nonfiled
class of inland marine insurance.

While DIC policies commonly
exclude coverage for named perils
insured under property policies (fire,
wind, etc.), the revised AAIS DIC sec-
tion introduces two new forms that allow
Guide users to write DIC property or
income coverage on an excess basis over
underlying property and/or income
forms. Those new forms allow carriers to
participate in providing “layers” of cov-
erage for a property account.

Equipment breakdown options
developed and filed for
Farmowners dwelling coverage

AAIS is initiat-
ing a countrywide
filing of two new
endorsements that
would add equip-
ment breakdown
coverage for a
dwelling insured
under a policy based
on the AAIS
Farmowners Program. 
The endorsements are being filed with a
proposed effective date of Oct. 1, 2007.
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In 2004, AAIS introduced the indus-
try’s first standardized endorsements for
adding equipment breakdown for farm
property such as boilers, motors, and gen-
erators. 

The latest filing will provide options
for writing equipment breakdown cover-
age on household equipment, such as fur-
naces, hot water heaters, heating/air con-
ditioning systems, and similar types of
property. Similar endorsements were filed
earlier this year under the AAIS
Homeowners Program, but the farm
options also include coverage for proper-
ty that may service both a dwelling and a
farm operation, such as well pumps and
outdoor electrical wiring.

The AAIS equipment breakdown cov-
erage options were developed in conjunc-
tion with The Hartford Steam Boiler
Inspection & Insurance Co., one of the
nation’s leading equipment breakdown
reinsurers. The options can be used with
any equipment breakdown reinsurer,
however.

New terrorism and 
loss costs filed 
under Artisans and
Businessowners Program

AAIS has initiated countrywide filings
of Artisans and Businessowners (BOP)
manual supplements that include new 
terrorism loss costs and rating factors.

The new rating information addresses
losses arising from both “certified” and
“non-certified” acts of terrorism, as well
as terrorism losses that occur after termi-
nation of the federal terrorism reinsur-
ance program. 

The new loss costs apply to property
loss, including business interruption, and
are based on modeled data developed by
one of the nation’s leading catastrophe
modeling firms. Within several states,

those loss costs will vary according to
newly defined terrorism rating territories
delineated by ZIP Codes.

Earlier this year, AAIS filed model-
based terrorism loss costs with ZIP Code-
based territories under its Commercial
Properties Program.

In addition, AAIS is filing revised rat-
ing factors to be used in calculating the
liability component of Artisans and BOP
premium for terrorism coverage.

Procedures for developing the property
and liability components, which are com-
bined to determine the total Artisans and
BOP terrorism premium, are provided in
the manual supplements.

AAIS files Florida 
endorsements covering ground
cover collapse

AAIS is filing new mandatory
endorsements in Florida that allow prop-
erty insurers to provide coverage for loss
due to catastrophic ground cover collapse,
as required under legislation enacted in
January. The endorsements carry a pro-
posed effective date of Dec. 1, 2007.

AAIS property programs already pro-
vide coverage for sinkhole activity,
defined in Florida statute as the collapse
of a structure due to the settlement or
weakening of the ground it stands on due
to the effect of water.

In contrast, catastrophic ground cover
collapse is defined as geological activity
that results in all of the following: an

abrupt collapse of a structure; a visible
depression in the ground; structural dam-
age to the building and its foundation;
and government condemnation of the
structure.

Given the requirement that those four
conditions be met, the coverage for cata-
strophic ground cover collapse may
prove to be narrow in scope. AAIS has
raised concerns with Florida regulators,
however, that the new coverage require-
ment may expand insurer exposure to
earthquake losses.

2008 AAIS Main Event
is April 20-22 in 
Ponte Vedra Beach, Fla.

The Ponte Vedra Inn & Club in Ponte
Vedra Beach, Fla., is the site of the 2008
AAIS Main Event, an executive confer-
ence devoted to product-related issues of
strategic concern to property/casualty
insurers.

The event will be held April 20-22.

Individuals interested in proposing
topics for discussion can contact 
Joseph Harrington, AAIS director 
of corporate communications, at
joeh@AAISonline.com, or by calling
800564-AAIS.

AAIS is seeking topics on trends in
law, technology, society, or business
that are likely to have an impact on the
structure of property/casualty insurance
products.

Ponte Vedra Inn & Club
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AAIS welcomes new staff members
AAIS has added several new staff 

members in recent months.
“We’re very excited about the depth

and breadth of staff expertise we’ve been
able to add,” says Paul Baiocchi, AAIS
president.

“As new issues emerge and insurance
product development becomes ever more
complex, AAIS is determined to have the
talent and skills needed to provide our cus-
tomers the level of service they have come
to expect.”

Among the newest additions to AAIS
staff is Anthony Leist, CPCU, AAIS’s new
assistant vice president of commercial
lines, who reports to Deborah Summerlin,
vice president of insurance lines.

Tony comes to AAIS from American
Modern Insurance Group, Cincinnati,
Ohio, where he initiated or revised
numerous personal, commercial, and
inland marine programs during his eight
years there. Before that, Tony spent 25
years with The Midwestern Indemnity
Company, now part of Liberty Mutual,
where he rose progressively through sev-
eral positions in claims, underwriting,
product development, compliance, and
training.

Experienced
Several other highly experienced insur-

ance professionals are joining the AAIS
lines department.

Sherry Taylor, CPCU, AFIS, is AAIS’s
newest manager of farm and agricultural
programs.

Sherry has held numerous underwrit-
ing and management positions in agricul-
tural insurance with five organizations:
SECURA Insurance, Appleton, Wis.,
Meadowbrook Insurance, Overland Park
Kan., One Beacon Insurance, Lenexa,
Kan., Great American Insurance,
Cincinnati, Ohio, and Pennsylvania
Farmers Association Insurance Services,
Camp Hill, Pa.

Randy Coutrè is AAIS’s new manager
of personal lines research and develop-

ment. He comes to AAIS with 31 years’
experience in personal lines underwriting,
training, and product management with
ENCOMPASS Insurance, Chicago. Prior
to that, Randy spent 2½ years in personal
lines underwriting and sales in the Aurora,
Ill. office of Farmers Insurance Group.

Also joining the department are two
new product specialists:
• Haoying Ewing, CPCU, ARe, who

held several positions in underwriting,
risk management, and financial analy-
sis for CNA Financial and Allstate
Insurance after receiving her MBA
from DePaul University in 1998.

• Thomas Waugh, CPCU, ARM, who
has extensive technical and manage-
ment expertise in underwriting and
product development from his years
with Allstate, Zurich Insurance, and
Apollo Casualty Co., Des Plaines, Ill.
At Zurich, Tom rose to become vice
president of technical support for
Zurich International before leaving to
form an investment firm.

Inland marine
At AAIS, inland marine and output

program development is carried out by a
separate team that reports to Robert
Guevara, vice president of inland marine.

That department recently added two
new staff specialists.

Todd Hester, J.D., is AAIS’s new
director of inland marine. Todd earned his
law degree from the Chicago-Kent School
of Law while operating a small business,
and has worked four years in insurance
product analysis, development, and com-
pliance for Zurich Insurance and
ENCOMPASS Insurance.

Also joining the team is Pam Nykaza,
inland marine product development spe-
cialist, who comes to AAIS after nearly six
years in product line management, compli-
ance, and other capacities with Allstate.
Prior to that, she spent nearly 15 years as a
casualty claims adjuster and manager with
American Family Insurance.

Positions
AAIS recently filled positions in

other departments, as well.
Kirk Hansen is AAIS’s new direc-

tor of education in the marketing
department. Kirk has held several posi-
tions in insurance and risk manage-
ment, most notably as insurance man-
ager for Waste Management, Inc., Oak
Brook, Ill., and as director and claims
specialist for the former Alliance of
American Insurers.

Debra Legan joined AAIS as an
actuarial rate analyst after spending 14

years with CNA, most recently as a senior
actuarial consultant. Debra is a summa
cum laude graduate in mathematics of
Benedictine University, Lisle, Ill.

Also, Janice Nieman, CPCU, AAIS’s
former manager of commercial liability,
was promoted to director of technical
product support working with software
vendors to facilitate the automation of
AAIS programs. Janice has been with
AAIS since 1988; she holds a bachelor’s
degree in actuarial science from the
University of Illinois-Urbana and an MBA
from Northern Illinois University, DeKalb.

For information on job opportunities at
AAIS, go to www.AAISonline.com and
click on the “Job Opportunities” icon.

“As new issues emerge 
and insurance product development

becomes 
ever more complex, AAIS 

is determined to have the talent and
skills needed to provide our

customers the level of service they
have come to expect.”

— Paul Baiocchi, AAIS president
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Farm Income continued from page 11

“There is a lot of knowledge-based decision-making that
goes into this.”

According to Summerlin, underwriters find it especially
challenging to establish limits and select coinsurance factors for
the coverage.

Farm income insurance is relatively costly, she notes. Under
AAIS manual rules, the base rate for loss of income and extra
expense coverage is more than double the rate for physical
damage coverage for the corresponding farm property.

Given that cost, and given the intense competition for farm
P/C accounts, agents and underwriters have to determine a limit
and apply a coinsurance factor that keep them competitive on
an account while avoiding a damaging coverage gap in the
event of a loss.

Timing
When determining the coinsurance factor, Summerlin says

it helps to consider the factor as a number reflecting the amount
of time you believe it will take an operation to resume follow-
ing a loss.

For example, a coinsurance factor of 0.5 is roughly equivalent

to a six months’ loss of revenue. That’s because the coinsurance
factor is multiplied by 12 months of farm earnings to arrive at
the minimum limit to meet the coinsurance requirement.

In setting the limit and estimating the time needed 
to restore operations, there is no substitute for detailed
knowledge of the risk.

“It comes down to the producer having a good understand-
ing of the operation from an income standpoint and an expense
standpoint,” says Van Sluys at Wilson Mutual.

“A good working knowledge of farming and an ability to
research all kinds of agricultural operations is essential,” says
Kelli Kukulka, a vice president and agriculture expert in the
Chicago office of Munich Re America.

“Ideally, underwriters should look for an historical income
profile of the operation to assist in establishing the income
limit,” she adds. “Then, they need to determine the cause and
amounts of prior losses.

“Finally, knowledge of the farm’s risk management plan is
essential.

“Underwriting of the farm’s risk management is the most
critical to the underwriting of loss of income coverage.”

Insuring Rehabs continued from page 5

investigation determines there was no
work done and no work permits granted.”

The Rehabilitation and Renovation
form and schedule have been revised to
preclude the possibility that a carrier will
inadvertently assume prolonged exposure
for a vacant building.

The form itself states that coverage
for a vacant building is subject to a limi-
tation expressed in the schedule. That
limitation states that, unless building per-
mits are obtained or work begun, cover-

age under the policy will be in effect for
only the number of consecutive days

indicated on the schedule.
Similarly, the schedule

allows the carrier to indicate
the number of days after com-
pletion of a project before cov-
erage under the policy ceases.

This is in addition to the standard
builders’ risk conditions for the termina-
tion of coverage, including policy can-
cellation or expiration, acceptance of
property by the owner/purchaser, aban-
donment of the project, or a cessation of
insurable interest.

“A vacant building exposure is not a
real rehab exposure,” Guevara says. “It is
a completely different type of coverage

that should be priced completely differ-
ently than you would for a rehab form.

“Since that issue has come up a few
times, we’ve built in a capability to put a
cap on the coverage [so] there won’t be
coverage unless the insured has gone out
and obtained the construction contracts
or building permits.”

A full interview with
Bob Guevara on the topic
of insuring rehabilitation
and renovation projects
can be heard by going to
www.AAISonline.com
and clicking on the 
appropriate “AAISinsight” icon.  

“A vacant building exposure is not a
real rehab exposure.”

— Robert Guevara, AAIS vice president, inland marine

Bob Guevara
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Primary carriers and reinsurers can draw upon industry and
proprietary knowledge to underwrite fire, explosion, and other
common perils arising from conventional terrorist attacks. They
simply feel unable to assume exposure for losses arising from
calculated series of attacks.

The situation is entirely different when it comes to address-
ing property losses from nuclear and radiological attacks.
(More on biological and chemical attacks below.)

Nuclear hazards
have long been
excluded from stan-
dard first-party prop-
erty coverage, so
implementing a
make-available
requirement for “N”
and “R” coverage

would require developing a coverage grant where one had not
previously existed.

“TRIP was never intended to establish coverage beyond the
level that was provided before the introduction of terrorism
exclusions after the Sept. 11 attacks,” says Deborah Summerlin,
AAIS vice president of insurance lines.

“If coverage for loss arising out of the nuclear hazard is
mandated, the contamination and loss of use issues will require
that new coverage terms be developed.”

The situation is different for liability coverage. General lia-
bility policies typically do not exclude liability for injury
caused by a nuclear hazard unless the insured is also covered
under a nuclear energy liability policy.

Even today, there is coverage under TRIP for liability for
injury arising from a nuclear hazard, except to the extent that
coverage is not available under a separate nuclear energy liabil-
ity policy.

Gray area
Other questions arise from the possibility that insurers

might be required to offer coverage under TRIP for losses aris-
ing from biological and chemical attacks, the “B” and “C” of
NBCR.

For years, losses arising from biological and chemical
agents have not been explicitly covered by or excluded from
standard property policies.

Starting in 2006, property/casualty advisory organizations
began winning approval in the states for “virus or bacteria”
exclusions in commercial lines. These endorsement options
excluded all first-party property coverage for losses arising
from disease-causing agents.

The
exclusions
were devel-
oped with
the fear of a
pandemic in
mind. Some

insurers feared that commercial policyholders would claim
property damage and seek coverage in the event that a work-
place or its equipment was contaminated with Avian flu or
another virus and forced to shut down. (The AAIS version
explicitly excludes coverage for loss of use.)

The virus or bacteria exclusions were presented as clarify-
ing what was intended under existing under current property
forms, and not as a restriction or limitation on an existing cov-
erage. They were generally accepted as such by regulators, with
no demands that premium credits be instituted.

Still, says Summerlin, “prior to the implementation of the
virus or bacteria exclusions, it could be argued that a loss cov-
ered under TRIP could encompass loss caused by the intention-
al dispersion, application, or release of pathogenic or poisonous
biological material.”

The same could be argued regarding the release of patho-
genic or poisonous chemicals, Summerlin adds, unless such an
occurrence was found to be subject to the pollution exclusion.

New
In short, the creation of a federal program to cover NBCR

may force insurers to define certain perils in a way they have
not had to previously. 

The only alternative for providing NBCR coverage would
be create a separate, parallel federal insurance program with its
own underwriting and claims processes.

Insurers have experience with the National Flood Insurance
Program, but there is one, huge difference: When the NFIP was
created, the country had experienced floods.

The challenge now for insurers and policymakers is to
devise a way to insure against something that has never 
happened, and hopefully never will. 

Threat Assessment continued from page 17
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“If coverage for loss arising out of the nuclear hazard
is mandated it will require that new coverage terms be
developed.”

— Deborah Summerlin, AAIS vice president of insurance lines
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TRIA continued from page 20

• Food and water contamination; and

• Brand-name attacks.

One of the changes currently being contemplated in connec-
tion with the 2007 renewal of TRIA is removing the distinction
contained in the existing program between terrorism committed
by foreign terrorists (which TRIA covers) and terrorism com-
mitted by their domestic counterparts (which TRIA now
excludes).

If this coverage gap is addressed in the expected 2007 TRIA
extension, insurers will need to focus on those aspects of terror-
ism highlighted in the FBI’s definition and stand ready to
process terrorism claims involving acts of vandalism and sabo-
tage on abortion clinics by militant opponents of legalized
abortion; retail businesses and stores by anarchists; medical
research facilities by groups opposing experimentation on ani-
mals; and ski resorts, condominium vacation developments,
commercial logging operations and the like by radical environ-
mentalists.

Universities that host large crowds and conduct scientific
research may be the type of “soft target” that is particularly vul-
nerable to alternative modes of terrorist attack. 

In his Risk Report on understanding terrorism risk13, Gordon
Woo references intelligence on Al Qaeda surveillance of tourist
“postcard” sites and key transport infrastructures such as the
Brooklyn Bridge, the Holland Tunnel and LAX airport as justi-
fying extra security expense for properties in major U.S. cities.

Dr. Woo suggests that insureds create multiple layers of pro-
tection against terrorism, including gates, uniformed guards and
other visible security that may encourage terrorist surveillance
operations to search for softer targets. Surveillance equipment
should be used to detect unauthorized intrusion into sensitive
areas and terrorists should be denied opportunities for sabotage,
fraud or other criminal business disruption through tight inter-
nal security measures.

The “NBCR” category of loss includes perils associated
with the following types of attack:
• Nuclear;

• Biological;

• Chemical; and

• Radiological.

If passed in its current form, H.R. 2761 will require insurers
to offer coverage for nuclear, biological, chemical and radiolog-
ical attacks with the same terms and conditions as the coverage
offered for conventional terrorist attacks.

Extending TRIA to include NBCR attacks may amount to
requiring coverage for uninsurable risks. NBCR events involve
doomsday scenarios-such as chlorine gas tankers, detonation of
dirty bombs in places like Times Square, the release of anthrax
spores in subway systems or the opening of suitcase nukes in
Walt Disney World-that are impossible to predict or quantify. 

While a small private market exists that offers stand-alone ter-
rorism coverage that includes NBCR risks, Bestwire reported on
June 25 that underwriters have tended to employ costly “rate on
line” pricing schemes that are unaffordable to many companies.14

The commercial real estate industry and other major pur-
chasers of terrorism coverage are desperately seeking a NBCR
expansion of TRIA, but many commentators question whether
small and mid-size insurers will be able to comply with an
NBCR mandate. Industry analysts are also studying the market
effect of offshore captives in this regard and support extending
TRIA to allow captives direct access to TRIA’s federal terror
backstop. 

Cyber-terrorism
This category of loss involves terrorist attacks on the com-

puter networks upon which virtually all major businesses rely.
According to estimates from PricewaterhouseCoopers, the total
worldwide business losses from the various collateral effects of
cyber-attacks totaled $1.45 trillion in 2000 alone.15

Since a cyber-attack will not, in all likelihood, result in
physical damage, a majority of the resultant losses will not be
covered by the typical property policy.

From the insurer’s standpoint, drafting and obtaining regula-
tory approval of new policy forms, perhaps never before seen in
the regulatory environment, and pricing the cover, including
reinsurance for it, are all challenges to be faced.

From the insured’s standpoint, issues to be addressed are
evaluating their own exposure, finding cover through brokers
who may be somewhat, but perhaps not fully conversant in it,
and purchasing sufficient cover for a panoply of quickly chang-
ing exposures. These difficulties are compounded by a histori-
cal perspective that has often excluded or greatly limited 
computer-borne risks.

While some insurers have already come out with products
that, by their very nature, address some of these issues, the big
question for the future is what regulatory authorities will require,
and how willing and able the marketplace is to respond.

TRIA and Beyond
According to a special report issued by A.M. Best, the

information insurers need to set proper pricing for terrorism
risk is simply not available. A.M. Best also posits that another
affordability or availability crisis similar to that seen shortly
after 9/11 will emerge if Congress fails to extend TRIA, there-
by sparking another real estate crisis and cutting off major lend-
ing programs in major cities and higher-risk locations.16

Although terrorism is a risk that very few insurers are will-
ing to cover, insurance will nevertheless play a critical role in
protecting the nation against terrorism.

Before a market for terrorism insurance can flourish, both
buyers and sellers need to perform a more systematic analysis
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AAIS Welcomes New Affiliates

Eastern Atlantic Insurance Company

Grange Insurance Company of Michigan

Southern Pioneer Property & Casualty Ins. Co.

Vanliner Insurance Company

of the relationship between the price of protection and the
implied risk,17 and the private sector must find a way to act in
concert with the government to provide coverage for these
types of extreme events.

Karen C. Yotis has been an Illinois attorney for
18 years. She is also a legal editor for LexisNexis, and
specializes in topics associated with insurance regulato-
ry compliance, life and health insurance, and
property/casualty law. Ms. Yotis is the editor of Mealey’s
Insurance Regulatory Compliance Report and partici-
pates in the development and enhancement of
LexisNexis® Insurance Compliance. She has a BA in
Literature from the University of Illinois and a JD from
Northwestern University School of Law.

1 The Terrorism Risk Insurance Act of 2002 (Public Law 107-297) created an
insurance backstop that is designed to provide reinsurance coverage to insurers fol-
lowing a declared act of terrorism. TRIA also requires that insurers offer terrorism
insurance in all commercial policies on terms identical to the terms applicable to other
insured losses. TRIA was extended by the Terrorism Risk Insurance Extension Act of
2005 (Public Law 109-144). The Terrorism Risk Insurance Revision and Extension Act
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version of TRIA, which expires on Dec. 31, 2007. 

2 Hoffman, Bruce, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press) p. 1. 
3 Hoffman, Bruce, Inside Terrorism (New York: Columbia University Press) 

pgs. 3-20. 
4 Narco-terrorism is the use of drug trafficking to advance the objectives of govern-
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5 The term “gray area phenomenon” refers to the forming of strategic alliances
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and terrorist groups or guerrilla organizations. 

6 Hoffman, Inside Terrorism, p. 19
7 Hoffman, Inside Terrorism, pgs. 30-33. 
8 “Premeditated, politically motivated violence perpetrated against non-combatant
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audience.” 22 U.S.C.S. § 2656f(d)
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the civilian population, or any segment thereof, in furtherance of political or social
objectives,” quoted in Counterterrorism Threat Assessment and Warning Unit,
Terrorism in the United States 200/2001 (Washington, D.C.:  U.S. Department of
Justice, FBI Publication #0308, 2002), p. 3. 

10 “Any activity that involves an act that: is dangerous to human life or potentially
destructive of critical infrastructure or key resources;  and . . . must also appear to be
intended (i) to intimidate or coerce a civilian population; (ii) to influence the policy of a
government by intimidation or coercion; or (iii) to affect the conduct of a government by
mass destruction, assassination or kidnapping.” Homeland Security Act of 2002, H.R.
5005-7 (Jan. 23, 2002). 

11 “The calculated use of unlawful violence or threat of unlawful violence to incul-
cate fear; intended to coerce or to intimidate governments or societies in the pursuit of
goals that are generally political, religious, or ideological objectives.” See Department
of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms,
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/jel/dodict/data/t/05373.html.

12 Woo, Gordon, “Understanding Terrorism Risk,” The Risk Report, Volume XXVI,
No. 5, January 2004. 
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16 Ryan, Daniel J. and Mosher, Matthew, 2007 Special Report Excerpt:  U.S.
Federal Terrorism Legislation-Trend Review, A.M. Best, June 25, 2007. 

17 Kunreuther, Howard and Michel-Kerjan, Erwann, “Dealing with Extreme Events:
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